In latent theory the measurement properties of a mental test can be expressed in the test donnation function. The relative merits of two tests for the same latent trait can be described by the relative efficiency function, i.e. the ratio of the test information functions. It is argued that these functions have to be estimated if the values of the item difficulties are unknown. Using conditional maximum Likelihood estimation as indicated by Andersen (19731, pointwise asymptotic distributions of the test dormation and relative efficiency function are derived for the case of dichotomously scored Rasch homogeneous items. Formulas for confidence intervals are derived from the asymptotic distributions. An application to a mathematics test is given and extensions to other latent trait models are discussed.
Introduction
Consider an individual responding to a test consisting of k dchotomously scored items. Let XI ( j = 1 , . . . ,k) describe the individual's response to item j , whch may be correct (XI =1) or mistaken (X, =O) . Rasch (1960) postulates that X I , . . . , Xk are independent and that the logit of P ( X , = 1) is equal to 8-a, , where the latent scores 8 and a, are interpreted as the individual's ability and the difficulty of item j . More precisely: log[P(X, = 1 ; 8 , a , ) / P ( X , =O;O,a,)] = 8 -a l , If a is regarded as a known vector, then (4) expresses that, as B varies, the distribution of X=(XI, . . . , x k ) belongs to an exponential family with canonical parameter B and complete sufficient statistic T = zf= I 3. The complete sufficient statistics T is the sum of the independent Bernoulli variables XI, . . . , Xk 
P(X,
Note that the information on B contained in all item scores together is the sum of the informations (8) contained in the item scores separately.
The Lindeberg-Feller Central Limit Theorem (Rao, 1965, p. 108) implies that, under weak regularity conditions, the random variable T, having exact expectation (6) and exact variance (7), is also asymptotically normal. This result can be used to construct a 95% confidence interval for B by inverting the test for H:B=Bo which accepts H if 
IT -E,(T)I < 1.96[~or&(T)]~.
A second method to construct a confidence interval for 0 is obtained by considering the asymptotic lstribution of the maximum likelihood estimator 8=8(T,a).
Note that 8 is degenerate if T =O or T = k , but otherwise given by the equations
on account of (6), and general theory on maximum likelihood estimators for parameters in exponential families. The equations (9) have a unique solution; 8 is an increasing function of T with &O)= -00 and &k)= + co. A simple hearization of (6) in the neighbourhood of the solution 8 of (9) shows that 8 is asymptotically normal with expectation B and variance Z-'(B;a) , which is a general property of maximym likelihood estimators. It follows that, for l=GT<k -1, 821.96Z-'(8;a) defmes an interval for B with confidence coefficient asymptotically equal to .95.
totically, by the test information function I cdot ;a).
These results show that the performance of a test is determined, at least asymp-
The exact representation
is sometimes used in measuremept theory to give an alternative interpretation of I ( 8 ; a ) (Lord, 1980) . Note that 12(8;a) expresses how fast the '.tpe score" E B ( T ) changes, relative to the "standard error of measurement" [vare(T)]*, as 8 varies.
If the practitioner has some general idea about the scale of abllity, he can get an impression of the quality of a test by visually inspecting the graph of I ( . ;a) . Sometimes, however, the utllity of a test can be summarized in a single number. An example thereof is offered by Birnbaum (1968) , who argues that in the case of mastery testing, where a decision has to be made whether or not the abihty reaches some minimum level O0, the measurement properties of a test are well expressed by the quantity I (8,;a) . Note that Z(do;a)<k / 4 and that the maximum k / 4 is attained if a I = . . . = a k =do, or in other words if the probabllity of responding correctly is equal to f for all items for an individual with abllity 8,.
Often the practitioner has to choose between two or more tests. Many examples of the use of mformation and relative efficiency functions in constructing, revising, or choosing a test can be found in Lord (1980) . Particularly interesting are the applications in the area of tailored testing.
--

Test information and relative efficiency as unknown parameters
The introduction was based on the assumption that the item difficulties are known. Th~s may approximately be true for some "standard" items, but is not true in general. Usually the difficulties have to be estimated from the outcome of a matrix X,] (j = 1, . . . , k ; i = 1, . . . , n ) of independent dichotomous variables describing the response of individual i with ability 8, , on item j with lfficulty a/. Hence P ( X I I = X l l r . . . , Xnk = x , k ;el, . . . ,8,,,al, . . . , a k )
Note that the parameter vector (el, . . . , 8,,al If no extraneous information is available, it is arbitrary which restriction is placed on the parameters.
Whatever restriction is chosen, the unknown difficulty parameters have to be estimated. As a consequence, I(8;a) (8 fixed) and RE(8;a) (8 fixed) appear also as unknown parameters to be estimated. Interpretation of estimates of these parameters should take into account the corresponding uncertainties, at least unless these uncertainties are negligible.
Suppose, for example, that an educational institute considers a proposal to replace a standard mastery test, with "known" difficulty vectora, by a new test, because the estimate of the information I(B0;P) of the new test exceeds Z(OO;a), where do is the minimum level of ability required. Ths replacement should take place, however, only if it is reasonably certain that the true value I(O0;P) exceeds 1(BO;a). It thus becomes interesting to test the hypothesis H : I(8,,;p) GI(fl0; a) against its negation, or, almost equivalently, to construct a confidence interval for I ( f l 0 ; P ) .
Asymptotic distributions
In ths section a theorem due to Andersen (1973) will be applied to derive the asymptotic distributions of log I(8;ii) and logRE(B;&,B), as the size(s) of the sample(s) of persons tend(s) to infinity. Here ii and B stand for the so-called conditional maximum likelihood estimators for a and P, to be defined below. In the next section these asymptotic distributions will be used to construct confidence intervals for l(t9;a) and RE (B;a,P), respectively. Basing these confidence intervals on the distributions of the logarithms of the estimators I(8;ii) and RE(d;ii$), and not simply on the distributions of these estimators themselves, has two advantages: (i) the confidence intervals obtained for I(8;a) and RE(8;a,p) will always have positive lower bounds, (ii) the confidence interval for RE(O;a,P) w i l l be "invariant", in the sense that the upper (lower) bound of the interval for RE(O;a,p) coincides with the reciprocal of the lower (upper) bound for RE(B;a,B)=[RE(B;a,#l)]-'.
From now on it will be postulated that ak =O. At the end of tlus section it will be indicated how to proceed if one of the other restrictions, mentioned in the preceding section, is placed on the parameters.
Setting ak =0, reduces (12) to the exponential family . . , X r k -1 = X l~-l I T , = f l ; a l , . . . , C r k -l )
J = 1 with the summation taken over all (x, 1, . . . , x l k -I) with 2:=-l'xrJ =r, and over all (x, . . . , x I & -1 ) with x:=-l'x,, = t , -1. It follows from (16) that, given ( T I , . . . , T,) =(f I, . . . , t n ) , the random vector ( V , , . . . , v k is a complete sufficient statistic. Its conditional distribution belongs to an exponential family with probability mass function proportional to
The covariance matrix of (Vl, . . . , V k -1 ) is the Fisher information matrix I(a;tl, . . . , rn), which has n 2 (a2 / aa, aah )logy(ti ;al, . . . , ak -1) i = l as its (j ,h ) element (j ,h = 1, . . . , k -1). If m,, describes the number of persons in the sample with number-right score f , and I ( a ; t ) is the matrix which has (a2 / aa, aa, )logy(t ;al, . . . , ak -I) as its (j,,h) 
Assuming that the item difficulties are two by two unequal, the matrix I ( a , f ) is positive definite. . . . , t n ) (see Theorem 1) is not of the usual form n-'Z. By postulating that the persons are randomly selected from a population, the matrix 1-'(a;r1, . . . , f,) can, asymptotically, be brought into the standard form n -12.
However, the appenduc contains a slight generaluation of the standard theory (see 
Statistica Neerlandica 38 (1984), nr. r?/
Note that Result 3 should be adapted before it can be applied to situations where i t is only for calibration purposes that the standard item, with difficulty zero, is included in (one of the) tests. The nature of the required adaptation is obvious however. Throughout this section the restriction ak =O was imposed in order to obtain identifiable parameters. In the previous section some alternative restrictions were mentioned. The results obtained above are easily adapted to the case where the restriction Zf=]a, =O is imposed. For example, the estimator for I (Bo;a) If it is postulated that el, . . . ,On is a random sample from some distribution with a few unknown parameters, there is no problem at all: in that case standard (i.e. "unconditional") maximum likelihood theory is applicable.
Asymptotic confidence intervals
Based on the asymptotic distributions of the preceding section, interval estirnators for I ( 8 ; a ) and RE(8;a$), with confidence coefficient approximately equal to 95, will now be presented. It will again be postulated that ak =O.
Result 1 implies that an approximate 95% confidence interval for logI ( (25) Note that it is not true that the probability that the whole graph of the true information I ( . ;a) is enclosed between the graphs of the two random functions defined by (25) is asymptotically equal to 95%.
However, a conservative method to obtain random functions I and 7, with -is as follows:
-first construct an approximate 95% confidence region R for a using Theorem I item 1 difficulty -3.17 (26) is obvious: the event (I(B)GI(B;a)Gl(B) for ail B E W } is, by the definitions (27) and (28), implied by theevent that the 95% confidence regon R covers the true parameter vector a. For k = 1, i.e. if the information curve of one item is studied, the method described above leads to confidence bounds with coefficient converging exactly to .95. This is easily seen by studying graphs of I ( . ;a) , for different values a in the confidence interval R .
The formula to be used to compute endpoints of an interval for RE(B;a,P) ( B fixed) depends on the situation. In the situations described in Result 2 and Result 3, one should use 
An Example
To measure ability in manipulating fractions, a test consisting of 10 dichotomously scored items was administered to a sample of 208 Dutch secondary school pupils (grade level 8). With Andersen's likelihood-ratio test (Andersen (1 973)) no deviations from the Rasch model could be detected (sigdicance level p =0.69).
The estimated item difficulties are given in Table 1 . Note that the difficulty of the last item, which accidently is the most difficult one, is set equal to zero. The graph of the estimated information function is given in Figure 1 Table 1 To get a first impression of the variabllity of relative efficiency functions, two subtests were defined: subtest a consists of the items 1 to 5, subtest / 3 of the remaining 5 items. Next the group of 208 subjects was randomly divided into 4 groups of equal size. In Figure 2 an estimated graph of RE(B;a,P) is given for each of these four subgroups, arbitrarily numbered from I to IV. In figure 3 the estimated graph of RE(B;a,p) , based on group I is given again, but now it is supplemented by "95% confidence bands". These bands are obtained by concatenating the confidence intervals for RE(8;a,p) for different values 8.
4.00
2.00 I . 00 0.50 Figure 3 . Graph of the estimated relative efficiency function of two subtests based on a random group of 52 subjects, supplemented by "95% confidence bands". Figure 1 tells that the information of the total test is small for extreme &values. However, a researcher who only has the data of group I11 (see figure 2) might be tempted to draw the qualitative conclusion that the two subtests are about equally informative for very clever pupils, whereas another researcher, who studies the data of group IV, would probably be convinced that the second test is much more informative for these pupils. This illustrates the need to take into account samphg fluctuations in interpreting estimated relative efficiency functions; confidence bands as found in Figures 3 and 4 thus seem to be indispensable instruments for a careful interpretation.
Discussion
In ths paper it was shown how asymptotic confidence intervals for test information and relative efficiency can be computed for tests consisting of dichotomously scored Rasch homogeneous items. Two natural questions are raised:
(1) Can the method used be generalized to more general test models?
(2) How large should the estimation sample(s) be before the asymptotic results are satisfactory? The answer to question 1 is: yes, but only to test models for whch the asymptotic normality of estimators for the item parameters has been shown. Thus, in principle the method of this paper could be generalized to the case of polychotomously scored Rasch tests (Andersen, 1973) . The computations would become very complicated however. As far as is known to the author, asymptotic normality has not been shown for estimators of the item parameters in the two and three parameter logistic models (Lord, 1980). Therefore, a theoretically sound generalization of the method of this paper cannot be offered for these models, unless a prior distribution g(0) for the ability parameters is specified. Even if ths prior g(0) is only known to belong to some parametric family, e.g. the family of logistic distributions, asymptotic distributions for functions of estimators for item parameters can easily be derived, because it then follows from standard statistical theory that the maximum-likelihood estimators for item parameters are asymptotically normally distributed.
An answer to question 2 can only be offered by a simulation study. It is obvious, however, that the results of t h s paper are applicable if the size(s) of the estimation samples are very large. But then the computation of confidence bands is a waste of time: it is known beforehand that the bands will be very narrow. A possible simulation study should therefore be directed to cases of estimation samples of moderate size.
Appendix: A theorem on asymptotic normality
Let (X,,) be a sequence of k-dimensional random vectors, that are asymptotically normal with mean vector p and covariance matrix 2,, (notation: X,, is
ANk(&,)).
In Serfing (1980, p.122) it is proved that, for smooth functions g : W k +Rh , the h -dimensional random vector g(X,) is then also asymptotically normal, provided that the condition
holds for a sequence of positive numbers b,, , with b, -0. Theorem 1 implies that (31) does not hold for the approximate (conditional) covariance matrix of the c.m.1. estimator for the vector a (or:
difficulties. In this appendix the asymptotic normality of g (X,,) under a condition slightly more general than (31) (see Theorem A1 below). In section 3 ths result is used to derive the asymptotic distribution of logI(d;&) and
The notation A S B will be used to indicate that the matrix B -A is noniogm(e;ii,B).
negative definite.
Assume further that there exist non-degenerate covariance matrices A and B and sequences (a,) is bounded j.n probability, i.e. for every c>O there exists h i , , and Nh,, such that P((x'z,x)-'IIx, -pllgMhc)>l -c for all n > N~. , .
Proof. The first inequality of (35) 
Now let Z be a random vector which is normally distributed with mean 0 and covariance matrix B . Then ( 3 3 , (41) and Lemma 1 imply that b,, I l X , -pll is asymptotically stochastically smaller than llZ II, i.e. 
limP(b, I l X , -pll>k) G P(IIZll>k) for all k>O.
n -00
As the right;hand side of (42) can be made arbitranly small by choosing k large enough, b, '(X, -p ) is bounded in probabihty and the lemma is proved. 
--
From (45) it is seen that the random variables (44) can be written
On account of (32) the first term on the right-hand side of (47) is asymptotically standdard normal. Furthermore (46) and Lemma A2 imply that the second term on the right-hand side of (47) converges to zero in probabhty. Application of Slutsky's Theorem (Serfhg, 1980, p. 19 ) completes the proof.
